The first researchers to work on Karitiana were David Landin and Rachel Landin who described the syntax and the phonology of the language (Landin, D. (1983 (Landin, D. ( ), (1984 (Landin, D. ( ), (1988 Landin, R. (1982) , (1987) , (1989) ; Landin & Landin (1973) ). Subsequently we have had the works of Daniel Everett ((1985 ), (1993a ), (1993b ), (1994 ). Luciana Storto -who has been working on the description and analysis of the language since 1992 -analysed phonetic/ phonological and syntactic aspects in her Ph.D. dissertation, 1999 and published various articles on the language and on its phonology and syntax (Storto (1993) , (1994), (1995), (1997a), (1997b), (1998a), (1998b) , (2000), (2001), (2002a), (2002b) , (2003), (2004) , Storto & Baldi (1994) , Storto & Demolin (2002 ), (2003a ), (2003b , (2004)). Besides these works there is also Caleb Everett's dissertation (Everett (2005) ). Work on the semantics of Karitiana includes the following: Coutinho-Silva (2005) , Müller et al. (2006) , Sanchez-Mendes (2006) and Sanchez-Mendes & Müller (2007) . A verbal predicate P is cumulative if, and only if, for every event e and every event e', if P is true of e and P is true of e', then P is true of e+e '. 6 (9) [[√lift] ] = {<Maria, e 1 >, <João, e 2 >,…, <Maria+João, e 1 + e 2 >,…} Therefore intransitive verbal roots denote both plural and singular events. When verbal roots are transitive or ergative they denote relations between singular and/ or plural events and singular and/ or plural entities. As mentioned above, the reason for this is that in Kratzer's 2003 model, intransitive verbs do not take an internal argument, while transitive and ergative verbs only take an internal argument.
Having presented the theoretical background, we move to briefly present the facts of Karitiana grammar that are relevant to our discussion.
III. About Karitiana
In this section, we present some facts about the grammar of Karitiana that will give the reader enough context to understand our examples. Karitiana is a verb-final language, which features obligatory movement of the main verb to the second position in matrix
clauses. There is a complementary distribution between matrix clauses and subordinate clauses with respect to the position of the verb. In most cases, declarative matrix clauses have the verb in the second position (SVO, OVS), as in sentence (10).
Embedded causes, however, are always verb-final, as in the embedded clause of sentence (11).
(10) Taso naka'yt boroja taso Ø-naka-'y-t boroja man 3-DECL-eat-NFT snake 'A/the some man/men ate a/the/some snake(s)' Verb movement in matrix clauses seems to be associated with the presence of agreement and tense, which are always absent from dependent clauses (cf. Storto 1999 Storto , 2003 . Although NPs are not marked for case in Karitiana, the language displays an ergative-absolutive case pattern, which shows up in verbal agreement: intransitive verbs agree with their subjects, whereas transitive verbs agree with their direct objects (cf.
Storto 1999). This pattern is illustrated by the contrast between agreement in intransitive sentences such as (12) and (14) and the transitive sentences such as (13) and (15). Having presented the relevant characteristics of Karitiana grammar, we proceed to the discussion of collective, cumulative and distributive readings of its sentences.
IV. Cumulative, Collective and Distributive Readings in Karitiana
This section aims at teasing apart cumulative, collective and distributive readings of sentences such as (21) in Karitiana. All these readings are claimed to be generated by the lexical cumulativity of its verbs and nouns. We assume that the Cumulative Universal is true of nouns and verbs in Karitiana when they enter syntactic structure, and before they are operated upon by any functional each boy building one canoe, or each boy building two canoes, etc..
where: E is a variable over singular and plural events, and X and Y are variables over singular and plural entities.
Assuming that build, child, canoe are cumulative predicates and agent is a cumulative relation, the logical representation in (22) In order to illustrate our claim, we will create three situations: a cumulative situation, a collective situation and a distributive situation. We will then proceed to show that the fact that sentence (21) comes out true in all of the three situations is a result of lexical cumulativity. Table 1 illustrates a possible cumulative situation in which three girlsAna, Bia and Cris -build canoes. Ana and Bia build each one canoe, and the three girls together build another canoe. 
Bia

Canoe2 e2
Ana+Bia+Cris
Canoe3 e3
The logical representation in (23), attributed to the sentence Õwã nakam'at gooj, holds true of situation 1. This result can be grasped by examining the corresponding cumulative denotations of the predicates involved. Capital letters stand for the names of 7 The logical representation in (13) leaves out the interpretation of the functional morphemes NFT, CAUS, DECL for the sake of simplicity. They bear no relevance to the claim being made.
the girls, e n stands for events, and c n stands for canoes. Situation 1 is properly described by the denotations in bold. In other words, the attribution of the values in (24) Table 2 illustrates a possible collective situation, in which the three girls build each of the three canoes together. Again, Õwã nakam'at gooj comes out true. And the reasons are the same ones that make it hold true of situation 1: there is plural event that is the sum of all three building-canoe events, and has the sum of the three girls as its agent (see (23) and (24)). 
Ana+Bia+Cris
Canoe2 e2
Ana+Bia+Cris Canoe3 e3 Table 3 illustrates a possible distributive situation in which the three girls -Ana, Bia and Cris -build each one canoe. Again, Õwã nakam'at gooj comes out true in this situation. The reasons are the same ones that make the sentence true in the two previous situations: there is a plural event that is the sum of all three buiding-canoe events, and has the sum of the three girls as its agent (see (23) and (24)). 
Bia
Canoe2 e2
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Canoe3 e3
As mentioned in section 3, a relevant aspect of Karitiana grammar is that verbs may be marked for number by affix reduplication. This phenomenon has been called pluractionality in the literature (see Cusic 1981 , Newman 1990 , and Lasersohn 1995 .
Pluractionality refers to event plurality. Sentence (25) The interpretation attributed to sentence (26) 
V. Distributivity in Karitiana
In this section, we show that the distributive interpretations generated by lexical cumulativity differ from the distributive and collective interpretations generated by cumulating or pluralizing the whole predicate.
In the previous section, we have gone through the interpretations generated by lexical cumulativity. Sentence (21) c. On each occasion (day, month, celebration,…) boys built canoes.
The same happens to sentence (33) bellow. In this sentence, the cardinality of the subject is not undefined like that of the subject in (31). This fact, however, does not interfere with the interpretation of the sentence, which holds true of cumulative, collective and distributive situations such as the ones pointed out for sentence (31), except for the fact that the cardinality of the subject is now determined. However, when the cardinality of the object NP is fixed, distributivity disappears.
Sentence (34) below has only cumulative and collective readings. For example, the sentence holds true of a situation in which one of the two girls built a canoe individually, and the other two girls built the other canoe together -a cumulative reading. It also holds true of a collective situation, in which the two girls built the two canoes together. But, crucially, sentence (34) could not be used to describe distributive situations that involve four canoes or more. For example, the sentence does hold true of a situation in which each girl built two canoes or of a situation in which on every occasion, the girls built two canoes. What happened was that when we kept the cardinality of the entities denoted by the object constant, the number of events denoted by the predicate also became constant.
In the case of sentence (34), the predicate nakam'at sypomp gooj 'built two canoes' denotes a relation, in which the first member is filled out by events and the second member is filled out by canoes, such as laid out in (135). More precisely, the predicate nakam'at sypomp gooj denotes the set of pairs in which the first member is an event of cardinality two and the second member is a plurality of cardinality two. We conclude then that lexical cumulativity differs from VP plurality/distributivity (Kratzer 2003 (Kratzer , 2005 , and that distributive numerals are plural operators over VP denotations. Having settled this issue, we turn to an analysis of distributive numerals as plural operators over the VP.
VI. MYHINT-MYHINT -The Analysis
In this section, we focus on the semantics of distributive numerals in Karitiana. We claim that distributive numerals are adverbial operators -they pluralize the event argument of the predicate and impose a homogeneity restriction on it.
The analysis for myhint myhint 'one one' is laid out in (38) and given a logical representation in (39). The logical representation states that an event that makes a sentence with myhint myhint true is a plural event, whose subevents are atomic. In the case of other distributive numerals like, for example, sypomp sypomp ('two two') or myjim myjym ('five five'), the cardinality of the subevents is defined by the reduplicated numeral.
(38) Myhint-myhint P is true in eventuality E iff E has smaller eventualities e 1 , e 2 , …, e n , e n+1 , … as parts, in which P is true, and e n is atomic. (39) 
What this analysis claims is that myhint-myhint pluralizes the VP, and, in that sense, it ends up distributing events of building-one-canoe by relating these events to the participants or occasions, which are precisely the ones used to individualize them.
In this section, we have claimed that distributive numerals in Karitiana are plural operators over VP denotations. In the next section, we provide evidence that lends support to the analysis of distributive numerals that we have just presented.
VII. Evidence for the Analysis
The main purpose of this section is to provide evidence for the analysis of distributive numerals as distributive adverbials.
In order to provide syntactic evidence that distributive numerals are adverbials, we will strongly rely on Storto's 1999 proposal for the clausal structure of Karitiana. As mentioned in the introduction, Karitiana is a verb final language that exhibits obligatory raising of the verb to the head of Complementizer Phrase (CP) in matrix clauses, and thus exhibits a verb second matrix clause pattern.
The observation that there is a complementary distribution between matrix and embedded sentences with regard to the presence versus absence of the inflectional markers of tense and agreement motivates for the second position verb movement analysis for main clauses, in as much as the author gives solid evidence for the fact that it is in the Complementizer Phrase projection that nominative case is checked.
We have also mentioned that, in matrix clauses, verbs are inflected for tense and agreement whereas, in embedded clauses, verbal inflection induces ungrammaticality.
In order to accommodate this generalization, Storto 1999 proposes the following structures for embedded clauses (42) In Storto's analysis of embedded clauses in structure (42) (45b) is evidence for the raising analysis of the verb to C o followed by the raising of the subject to Spec CP. No constituent can come between the subject and the verb in a Spec-head configuration.
For our purposes in this paper, adverb position will be used to build our syntactic arguments in favor of the analysis of distributive numerals as adverbial distributive operators. We will present an analysis for myhint myhint and assume that it can be carried out for all other distributive numerals.
Our first argument has to do with the fact that myhint myhint has the same distribution in the sentence as that of other adverbials. In paradigm (46), the ungrammaticality of (46b) contrasts with the grammaticality of (46a, c, d). In matrix clauses, myhint myhint may be left adjoined to CP as in (46a), right adjoined to CP as in (46d) or left adjoined to VP as in (46c). As other adverbials in the language, myhint myhint cannot intervene between the subject and the verb in CP (see 46b). be adjacent to the subject NP,and that it may (46b,c) or may not (46a) be adjacent to the object NP. Based on this data, we conclude that the subject NP raises by itself and that myhint myhint does not form a constituent either with the subject NP or with the object NP.
Our fourth argument comes from the structure of noun phrases in Karitiana, which have no non-empty functional projections. 9 As mentioned in section III, there are no morphosyntactic markers for number, classifiers or (in)definiteness within the nominal system in Karitiana. In sentence (49) below, the phrase myhint pikom 'one monkey' is semantically singular, whilst in sentence (50) the phrase sypomp pikom 'two monkeys' is semantically plural. However, the NPs of both sentences remain uninflected for number in both contexts. Note that numerals are adjuncts in the language. Sentence (51) conveys the meaning that the speaker ate an undefined number of monkeys (one or more) which is expressed by the uninflected bare noun pikom. Sentences (49) In Karitiana, there are no markers for definiteness/indefiniteness and/or definite/indefinite determiners. Bare nouns are understood as definite or indefinite based on the context in which they occur. In sentence (52) below, for example, both taso 'man' and boroja 'snake' can be understood as definite or indefinite, singular or plural, depending on the context in which the sentences are uttered. Sentence (52) also
shows that the denotation of common nouns in Karitiana does not make a difference between singular and plural number, since the sentence conveys the meaning that one or more snakes were eaten by one or more men.
(52) Taso naka'yt boroja taso Ø-naka-'y-t boroja man 3-DECL-eat-NFT snake 'A/the/some man/men ate a/the/some snake(s)'
There are no quantifiers that occur within the NP in Karitiana. All quantifiers are adverbial (Müller et al. 2006) . Quantifiers that do a similar job as that of 'much', 'many', or 'several' are sentential adverbials. Paradigm (48) above shows that the morphosyntactic distribution of kandat ('much'/ 'many'/ 'many times') is that of an adverbial, not that of a determiner.
Nevertheless, the universal quantification marker and demonstratives could be potential counter-examples to our claim. Observing the paradigm in (53), one could hypothesize that akatyym, the universal quantification marker, is a determiner quantifier that forms a constituent with the head noun, in as much as it appears right adjacent to the noun over which it operates (the subject in (53a) and the object in (53b)), a position that is occupied by nominal determiners in a head final languages. It is also ungrammatical in head-first position, which would not be expected if it were a D-quantifiers. We conclude, therefore, that distributive numerals are adverbial operators.
VIII. Conclusions
We have shown that Karitiana expresses VP distributivity by means of distributive numerals. These operators have been claimed to be adverbial plural operators over the predicate.
The semantics of Karitiana nouns and verbs provides support for the Cummulativity Universal as proposed by Krifka 1992 , Landmann 1996 and Kratzer 2003 . It also provides evidence for the existence of (at least) two sources for plurality and distributivity: lexical cumulativity and VP cumulativity, as predicted by Kratzer (2003 Kratzer ( , 2005 .
